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 The Illinois State Toll Highway Authority held a Customer Service Working 

Group meeting on Friday, November 13, 2009 at approximately 10:00 a.m. at the 

Central Administration Building in Downers Grove, Illinois.  Those in attendance 

were as follows: 

 

Chair Wolff     Mr. Tom Bamonte 

Director Morris    Mr. Albert Murillo  

Director Pradel    Mr. Ed Vargas 

Director Towns – phone   Capt. Jesernik 

Mr. Mike King    Ms. Patricia Pearn 

Ms. Joelle McGinnis   Ms. Arjana Jaupi 

Mr. Victor Azar    Ms. Leslie Savickas 

Mr. Stan Ryniewski   Capt. Jesernik  

Ms. Chris Benn    Mr. Tom Morache 

Ms. Teri Sieg’l    Ms. Trudy Steinhauser 

Mr. Andrew Boron    

Mr. Bob Kettell 

 

 Committee Chair Morris called the meeting to order and stated that Director 

Pradel was present and Director Towns was on the phone.  He then had everyone 

introduce themselves. 

 

 Committee Chair Morris then called on Mr. King to explain the purpose of 

this working group.  Mr. King explained that the purpose of this working group 

was to inform the new directors on our violations and I-PASS programs to make 

sure that everyone understands the current systems in which we operate and how 

they work. 

 

 Mr. King went on to say that Mr. Ryniewski and his staff will explain the 

technology of the system and how it’s changing.  In 2002, I-PASS usage was at 

38%, in 2004 it was 52% and today it’s 83%.  There are many decisions to be 

made and staff wants to make sure that this Committee is apprised of their actions 

and goals.  Feed-back and discussion is appreciated and staff wants to make sure  



that by the end of this meeting they are clear on the Committee’s direction and will 

bring back to you responses to your questions, recommendations or research on 

any particular topic or subject matter. 

 

 Committee Chair Morris asked Chair Wolff if she was satisfied with that 

description and she stated that she was. 

 

 Committee Chair Morris then discussed the goal of the Committee’s 

Directors.  The goal is to develop an understanding of the system both from a 

consumer perspective and from the implementation perspective.  Also, based upon 

the senate hearings, the Committee also needs to understand when the system 

might be upgraded or modernized, so that the Tollway has a state of the art system 

within the current budget constraints that the Tollway faces.  The Tollway’s 

signage should also be used as an educational tool.  Information on signage could 

remind customers that it’s time to pay their toll; give the Tollway their e-mail 

address; check the expiration of their credit card; etc.  Work also needs to be done 

on the Tollway’s public relations program. 

 

 Committee Chair Morris stated that he would like an answer to Senator 

Schoenberg’s question from the Senate Hearing which was, is the system a break-

even system, does the Tollway make money or lose money on the entire I-PASS 

violation collections system?  Committee Chair Morris would like staff to identify 

the following:  the exact cost of the system, what is the economic income of the 

system, is the fine too high, too low, should the Tollway send out more notices or   

less notices?   Another question asked during the Hearing was, during the 11 or 13 

month transition to a new company, did the Tollway lose money or did it break 

even during that period? 

 

 Director Pradel feels that communication and education are important and 

that is something the Tollway should strive for. 

 

 Committee Chair Morris presented the Committee’s Mission Statement 

(copy attached), and called for a motion approving said Statement.  Director Pradel 

moved for approval; seconded by Director Towns. 

 

 Committee Chair Morris called for a voice vote, and there being “Ayes” and 

no “Nays”, declared the motion carried. 

 

 Committee Chair Morris then called on Mr. Stan Ryniewski.   

 



 Mr. Ryniewski gave the attached presentation, a System Overview of 

Business Systems.  He explained that Business Systems is responsible for the 

operations and maintenance of the Tollway electronic toll collection system and his 

goal was to provide this Committee with a better understanding of the operation.   

 

 Mr. Ryniewski briefed the Committee on the following: 

 

 As a customer drives through a plaza, information about the vehicle is 

obtained by technology which includes I-PASS readers and antennas, computer 

systems located on the roadside, and electrical loops cut into the pavement.  

Transponder reads are performed via the antenna.  Classification is identified, and 

vehicle loops identify the number of axels for each vehicle to determine the toll 

collection amount.  Cameras provide front and rear images to capture license plate 

information.  The electronic toll collection zone is 48 feet long and is 

accomplishing all of the above while the vehicle is within the zone.  The zone 

detects the vehicle in the lane, classifies the type of vehicle and determines the toll 

rate.  It also provides images of the vehicles license plate.  If a transponder is 

detected, the system attempts to collect the toll creating a transaction on the 

system.  If a toll has not been collected, the system links images with unpaid toll 

transactions for post processing.  If a toll has been collected, it flushes images for 

that transaction.  The system tracks multiple vehicles in a single electronic toll 

collection zone lane.  It also tracks vehicles changing lanes in the electronic toll 

collection zone and it tracks all transponders that are currently located in that zone 

lane to prevent duplicate readings across the lane.  The system provides 

appropriate patron feedback signals if the lane is equipped.  This activity is 

accomplished in less than a second when a vehicle is traveling 55 miles an hour.   

 

 The RITE system is the back office system and that is provided by the 

Tollway’s vendor, Electronic Transactions Consulting Corporation.  It is 

comprised of three components.  The Host is the heart of the system.  This is the 

central component of the RITE solution and it provides audit support as well as 

reconciliation of traffic and revenue data .  Host works as the master controller 

interacting with all the other system components. The customer service system 

(CSC) component allows for creation and maintenance of the customer’s account.  

It supports the adding of funds to an I-Pass account, along with supporting the call 

center, the business center, and the website.  The violation process system (VPS), 

is the violation processing engine for which violation notices are generated.  It 

provides evidence packaged documents that are used for hearings and supports the 

payments for toll violations.   



 The Tollway’s authority is provided by the Toll Highway Act.  The rules 

that the Tollway operates under are established through the Joint Committee on 

Administrative Rules known as JCAR.  These components provide the structure 

for which the Tollway’s business policy is formed.  Tollway business policy is 

used to drive business rules which help define operation and system activities.  The 

example of a cash toll collection at 80 cents vs. an electronic toll collection at 40 

cents highlights a basic but important business policy that impacts operation and 

system functions.   

 

 Mr. Ryniewski then explained how the system works on a daily basis.  There 

are three key system components.  The plaza component, which was just 

discussed; the transaction process; and the customer service component which is 

set up to provide face-to-face service through phone calls or via the internet.  

Beyond the three components, the Tollway has added the ability to process out of 

state, EZ-Pass transactions through the IAG reciprocity system.     

 

 Ms. Chris Benn, the Senior Manager of Customer Service provided 

information on the customer service aspect.   

 

 Committee Chair Morris stated that Senator Schoenberg asked if it was 

possible to do a settlement by website or e-mail.  He asked staff to look into that 

and check into how the City of Chicago has implemented such a system. 

 

 Ms. Teri Sieg’l then briefed the Committee on the Violation Enforcement 

System.  Before the Tollway pursues someone that’s not paying their tolls, a 

number of filters are gone through; one of which is that a 7 day grace period is 

given to allow the patron to pay their toll.  Payment can be made on-line or through 

the website. Lane equipment malfunction is looked at and if it wasn’t working 

properly, those transactions are filtered out so violations notices are not sent 

incorrectly.  Also looked at is if that person is an I-PASS customer.  The license 

plate is captured and the system looks into the I-PASS database and if that license 

plate matches to an account that was opened prior to the violation, and that account 

has enough funds in it to cover the tolls, the system will automatically deduct the 

toll amount from the back-end.   

 

 Approximately 170,000 images a day are manually reviewed.  One of the 

problems is that the State of Illinois has over 250 different license plate types.  

That’s compounded with the states surrounding Illinois that are doing the same 

thing with vanity plates. 

 



 Committee Chair Morris inquired into asking Jessie White’s office if they’ll 

give us 10% of the extra charge for the vanity plate because it is impeding our 

ability and slowing down the process. 

 

 Ms. Sieg’l then went through the notice process.  She explained that there 

are three levels of notices issued.  The first notice gets issued after a person has 

three violations within a two year period.  It includes the unpaid toll amount with a 

$20 dollar fine per violation and gives the patron 21 days to either pay it or contest 

it by requesting an administrative hearing.  The administrative hearing can either 

be done by mail or at the Downers Grove facility. There are approximately 160 

hearing being held per month and 1400 hearings are being done by mail.   

 

 Ms. Sieg’l noted that the timeframe for fines being paid and the fines 

themselves are established and set forth in the Tollway’s Administrative Rules. 

The Toll Highway Act set forth that the Tollway could assess fines.  The Board 

can determine what amount the fines will be and it then goes through the JCAR 

process. 

 

 Ms. Sieg’l then continued on with the process.  After that first level notice, 

the system will know if a hearing was scheduled or not, and if you have paid the 

violation.  If not, a second level notice is issued. There are two forms of second 

level notices.  One form is issued from a scheduled hearing, which is a hearing 

officer’s final order of liability.  The patron is issued the second level notice which 

pertains to the violations from the first level notice.  If a hearing is not scheduled, 

or payment received, after 21 days, the system will automatically generate a final 

order of liability.   

 

 Chair Wolff would like percentages on the outcome of violations being 

contested by mail and also from scheduled hearings.  

 

 Ms. Sieg’l continued by saying that after 14 days, Illinois residents with 

more than five violations will receive a third level notice which is a notice of an 

impending suspension which allows an additional 21 days to pay.  Also, just prior 

to that notice being issued is when the additional $50 dollar fine per violation is 

added to the $20 dollar fine, making it $70 dollars.  The reason only Illinois 

residents receive this is because the Tollway can only suspend registrations and 

drivers licenses of Illinois residents.  For violators that do not live in Illinois, the 

$50 dollar fines are added and it then goes to collections. 

 

 



 There was then discussion and clarification on when fines escalate and the 

amount of time the patron has to pay before receiving another notice.  Ms. Sieg’l 

also discussed the process used by the Secretary of State before suspending 

someone’s license or registration.   

 

 Mr. Ryniewski stated that if a patron has two notices at the second level and 

then gets another four violations, the system does not put them together.  The 

Tollway’s technology would allow the notices to be put together but if there was a 

dispute on one of the notices, the system would have a hard time separating them 

because it doesn’t go backwards.  If a patron goes to a hearing and receives a 

judgment from a hearing officer, the patron has the right to contest that judgment 

in circuit court.  There are currently 40 to 50 cases pending at any given time.   

 

 Mr. Azar briefed the Committee on the process of contesting in Circuit 

Court.  Approximately 200 cases per year go to the Circuit Court and to date only 

one case has been dismissed. 

 

 Mr. Ryniewski then briefly discussed the outside vendors involved which 

are Electronic Transactions Consulting Corporation, known as ETCC, TransCore 

who handles the call center, and Unisys which is an integral part of the Tollway’s 

website. He also showed the path that a regular transponder transaction takes 

through the system and a reciprocity transaction.  This is shown in the attachment.   

 

 Mr. Ryniewski explained that when someone with an I-PASS transponder 

goes through a state that uses E-ZPass, that state bills the Tollway for the toll and 

the Tollway does the same for E-ZPass transponders on its system. 

 

 Committee Chair Morris would like to make known to the public that they 

can use their I-PASS to travel through the east coast. 

 

 Mr. Ryniewski stated that through the presentation he wanted to let the 

Committee see that there are multiple items to consider when addressing issues 

pertaining to this working group.  These items include customer service, violation 

processing, toll collections and business rules.   

 

 There was also discussion on why people don’t pay their tolls; battery life of 

transponders, v-tolling; and public relations issues.   

 

  



 Committee Chair Morris would like to go over all the information received 

but if there is anything else the Committee wants looked at he would prefer that it 

be directed to Andrew Boron. 

 

 There being no other questions or comments, Committee Chair Morris called 

for a motion to adjourn.  Director Towns moved to adjourn; seconded by Director 

Pradel. 

 

 Committee Chair Morris called for a voice vote, and there being “Ayes” and 

no “Nays”, declared the motion carried. 

 

 Meeting adjourned at approximately 11:15 a.m. 

 

 

Minutes taken by:  ____________________________ 

               Trudy Steinhauser 

 

 

 


